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Representation of the Glomerular Olfactory Map
in the Drosophila Brain
distinct opportunity to study the anatomical basis of
neural map transfer and transformation. In other sensory
maps there is a clear organization within the brain along
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1Department of Biological Sciences continuous axes, for example, in the visual system re-
flecting the photoreceptor array of the eye. In contrast,2 Neurosciences Program
Stanford University in the olfactory system, the peripheral sense organs
show little spatial order, and the first map in the centralStanford, California 94305
nervous system is organized very differently, in a discon-
tinuous, punctate map (Axel, 1995; Hildebrand and
Shepherd, 1997). In both mice and Drosophila, eachSummary
olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) likely expresses only
one specific odorant receptor, and cell bodies of ORNsWe explored how the odor map in the Drosophila an-
expressing a given receptor are dispersed in the olfac-tennal lobe is represented in higher olfactory centers,
tory epithelia (Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar et al., 1993;the mushroom body and lateral horn. Systematic sin-
Chess et al., 1994; Clyne et al., 1999; Vosshall et al., 1999,gle-cell tracing of projection neurons (PNs) that send
2000). However, ORNs expressing the same odorantdendrites to specific glomeruli in the antennal lobe
receptors have convergent axonal projections to spe-revealed their stereotypical axon branching patterns
cific glomerular targets in the antennal lobe/olfactoryand terminal fields in the lateral horn. PNs with similar
bulb, creating an odor map in this first olfactory structureaxon terminal fields tend to receive input from neigh-
of the central nervous system (Ressler et al., 1994; Vas-boring glomeruli. The glomerular classes of individual
sar et al., 1994; Mombaerts et al., 1996; Wang et al.,PNs could be accurately predicted based solely on
1998; Gao et al., 2000; Vosshall et al., 2000). Indeed,their axon projection patterns. The sum of these pat-
imaging studies from insects and mammals have dem-terns defines an “axon map” in higher olfactory cen-
onstrated that specific odorants elicit activation of spe-ters reflecting which olfactory receptors provide input.
cific sets of glomeruli in the antennal lobe/olfactory bulbThis map is characterized by spatial convergence and
(e.g., Rodrigues, 1988; Friedrich and Korsching, 1997;divergence of PN axons, allowing integration of olfac-
Galizia et al., 1999; Rubin and Katz, 1999; Belluscio andtory information.
Katz, 2001). Thus, there is a glomerular code in the
antennal lobe/olfactory bulb—activation of specific sub-Introduction
sets of glomeruli—that represents the specific olfactory
information the animal receives. How do higher olfactoryOur perception of the external world relies on two impor-
centers read this glomerular code?tant organizational principles of the nervous system.
Olfactory information leaves the antennal lobe/olfac-First, the sensory world is internally represented in the
tory bulb via projection neurons (PNs) in insects andbrain as neural maps. In the case of the somatosensory
mitral cells in vertebrates. These neurons send theirtopographic map, for example, neurons in neighboring
dendrites to glomeruli, where they synapse with ORNregions of the primary somatosensory cortex respond
axons, and project their axons to the mushroom bodyselectively to stimulation of neighboring body parts
and the lateral horn of the protocerebrum in insects and(Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950), maintaining a somato-
to the olfactory cortex in vertebrates. We have recentlytopy even though these cortical neurons are several
shown that the glomerular targets of PNs in the antennalsynapses away from the sensory neurons. Second, neu-
lobe—and hence the olfactory information they carry—rons at different levels along central pathways must both
are prespecified by PN lineage and birth order (Jefferisrepresent and integrate sensory inputs in order to ex-
et al., 2001). Having collected information in this stereo-tract useful information. For instance, neurons at differ-
typed fashion, how do PNs then carry it to higher olfac-ent levels in the central visual pathways respond to
tory centers? At one extreme, axons of PNs representingincreasingly more abstract visual features, presumably
a given glomerulus (hereafter referred to as glomerularby integrating information from multiple neurons early
class) could connect with a specific set of third-orderin the pathway (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). Integration
neurons, thus recreating a similar odor map one synapsealso occurs across sensory modalities, as is the case
further from the antennal lobe. It is also possible thatfor optic tectum neurons that integrate separate maps
there is extensive convergence (PNs of different glomer-for vision and hearing (Knudsen and Brainard, 1995).
ular classes projecting to common targets) and/or diver-Deciphering the neuroanatomical logic of how sensory
gence (PNs of the same glomerular class projecting toinformation in neural maps is relayed and integrated
different targets) such that a spatial map is no longeralong central pathways will contribute to our general
anatomically discernable, even if connections retain aunderstanding of both organizational principles.
certain degree of specificity. At the other extreme, itThe olfactory system provides a useful and somewhat
may not even be necessary for PNs to have an axon map
in higher centers. For instance, physiological studies3 Correspondence: lluo@stanford.edu (L.L.), jefferis@stanford.edu
in locust have suggested that olfactory information is(G.S.X.E.J.)
4 These authors contributed equally to this study. contained in individual PNs’ slow temporal response
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Figure 1. Projection Neuron Axon Pathways
(A) The MARCM method results in the positive
labeling of a single-cell clone (i) or a neuro-
blast clone (ii) in the Drosophila central ner-
vous system after FLP/FRT-induced mitotic
recombination (Lee and Luo, 1999). Abbrevia-
tions: Nb, neuroblast; G, ganglion mother cell;
N, (postmitotic) neuron.
(B and C) Composite confocal images of (B)
a lateral and a ventral single-cell clone in the
same brain hemisphere and (C) a lateral and
a ventral neuroblast clone in the same brain
hemisphere. Arrowheads indicate mushroom
body calyx; arrows indicate lateral horn. The
scale bar equals 50 m. The area in the brain
where the confocal images were taken is illus-
trated in the box on the gray brain icon in (D).
(D) A schematic summarizing the projection
patterns of PNs deriving from the three major
neuroblasts. Abbreviations: AL, antennal
lobe; adPN, lPN, and vPN, PNs derived from anterodorsal, lateral, and ventral neuroblasts, respectively; iACT, inner antennocerebral tract;
mACT, medial antennocerebral tract; MB, mushroom body; LH, lateral horn; D, dorsal, V, ventral; red dashed line, midline.
In this and all subsequent images, anterior views of the right brain hemisphere are shown with dorsal up, unless otherwise mentioned.
patterns as well as in fast temporal correlations among alized antennal lobe projection neurons (PNs) by using
them (Laurent et al., 2001). the driver GAL4-GH146 (Stocker et al., 1997), which la-
To explore this problem in Drosophila, we have used bels 50 adPNs derived from the anterodorsal neuro-
a genetic mosaic marking system (Lee and Luo, 1999) blast,35 lPNs derived from the lateral neuroblast, and
to examine labeled single projection neurons in hun- 6 vPNs derived from the ventral neuroblast, occupying
dreds of brains. We found that PNs of different glomeru- 30 glomeruli (Jefferis et al., 2001; this study; Wong
lar classes have stereotypical axonal branching patterns et al., 2002). When we perform MARCM using GAL4-
in their target areas. Of ten classes of PNs that have been GH146, we can label single-cell (Figure 1B) or neuroblast
subjected to discriminant analysis, we can accurately (Figure 1C) clones of PNs that allow us to determine
predict the glomerular targets of individual PNs based their glomerular targets in the antennal lobe and their
on variables derived only from morphological measure- axon projection pathways and termination patterns in
ments of their axonal projections. Moreover, the terminal the mushroom body and lateral horn.
fields of PN axons in the lateral horn are stereotyped Our initial findings are consistent with earlier Golgi
according to PN class, yet exhibit both convergence staining and tracer injection results in Drosophila and
and divergence in their projections, allowing integration other insects (e.g., Stocker et al., 1990; Homberg et
of olfactory information. Using a slightly different method, al., 1989; Malun et al., 1993) and are summarized in a
Richard Axel and his colleagues have made similar ob- schematic (Figure 1D). PNs arising from the anterodorsal
servations (see Wong et al., 2002 [this issue of Cell]). and lateral neuroblasts project their axons via the inner
Interestingly, we also found that PN classes with similar antennocerebral tract (iACT) that passes through the
axon terminal fields in the lateral horn tend to receive anterior aspect of the mushroom body calyx, where they
input from neighboring glomeruli. The coupling of genet- send collaterals to synapse with dendrites of mushroom
ically prespecified glomerular choice of projection neu- body neurons. These PN axons eventually terminate in
rons with their stereotyped axon map provides a mecha- the neuropil of the lateral horn. By contrast, the axons
nism to organize the segregation of different olfactory of PNs from the ventral neuroblast travel to the lateral
information and potentially to hardwire the central olfac- horn via the medial antennocerebral tract (mACT) that
tory system in a manner which may subserve innate
bypasses the mushroom body calyx altogether. Al-
odor-induced behaviors.
though the uniglomerular dendritic projections of the
anterodorsal and lateral PNs are distinct and nonover-Results
lapping (Jefferis et al., 2001), two glomeruli in the anten-
nal lobe are innervated by both ventral and either antero-Projection Neuron Axon Pathways
dorsal or lateral PNs (Figure 1D; see below).In Drosophila, about 1300 olfactory receptor neurons ex-
pressing 40–50 different olfactory receptors project their
Stereotypical Axon Terminals in Neuroblast Clonesaxons to 40–50 glomeruli in the antennal lobe (reviewed
We first noticed that axon terminals from the three typesin Jefferis et al., 2002). An estimated 150–200 antennal
of neuroblast clones are characteristic and readily dis-lobe projection neurons send dendrites to these glomer-
tinguishable from one another in two-dimensional (2D)uli and axons to the mushroom body and the lateral
projections of confocal stacks. Axons from anterodorsalhorn of the protocerebrum (Stocker et al., 1990, 1994;
neuroblast clones (Figure 2A0) occupy a small portionLaissue et al., 1999; Jefferis et al., 2001). The MARCM
of the mushroom body calyx near the dorsoventral axis(mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker) method
and the ventral half of the lateral horn with only a few,(Lee and Luo, 1999) allows us to generate uniquely la-
distinctive, dorsal branches (Figure 2A1–3). By contrast,beled neuroblast and single-cell clones in the Drosophila
central nervous system (Figure 1A). We selectively visu- axons from lateral neuroblast clones (Figure 2B0) ramify
Odor Map Transformation in the Drosophila Brain
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Figure 2. Stereotypical Axon Terminals in
Neuroblast Clones
(A0–3) A typical anterodorsal neuroblast clone
in the antennal lobe (A0) and typical axon pro-
jection patterns from three individual animals
(A1–3). The scale bars equal 20 m.
(B0–3) A typical lateral neuroblast clone in the
antennal lobe (B0) and typical axon projection
patterns from three individual animals (B1–3).
(C0–3) A typical ventral neuroblast clone in the
antennal lobe (C0) and typical axon projection
patterns from three individual animals (C1–3).
Abbreviations: ad, anterodorsal; l, lateral; v,
ventral; Nb, neuroblast; MB, mushroom body;
LH, lateral horn. Clones were generated from
early heat shock-induced recombination and
include PNs innervating all landmark glomer-
uli seen in the full GH146 expression pattern
for each neuroblast type. All images are 2D
maximum intensity Z projections of confocal
stacks.
more broadly in both the mushroom body calyx and different representations in this higher olfactory center
for the activation of each of these two glomeruli. Lateralthe lateral horn (Figure 2B1–3), despite the fact that they
derive from about 15 fewer PNs. Axonal projections of PNs innervating all (Figure 4A) or part (Figure 4B) of DA1
exhibit fairly simple axon patterns confined to the ventralventral neuroblast clones (Figure 2C0) are most distinc-
tive, as they appear to project to a more anterior and half of the lateral horn, while anterodorsal PNs innervat-
ing VA1lm (Figure 4D) exhibit a highly distinctive axonventral region of the lateral horn than those of anterodor-
sal or lateral neurons and to include a highly stereotypi- branching pattern in the central and ventral regions of
the lateral horn. The axon patterns of ventral PNs in-cal branch that runs anteriorly and parallel to the dorsal
edge of the brain toward the midline (Figure 2C1–3). Since nervating DA1 (Figure 4C) and VA1lm (Figures 4E and
4F) are quite similar to each other and much more com-adPNs and lPNs innervate different subsets of glomeruli
(Figure 1D; Jefferis et al., 2001) and therefore carry differ- plex than their anterodorsal or lateral counterparts. In
contrast, a ventral PN uniquely innervating VL1 exhibitsent sets of olfactory information, these observations
provide the first indication of spatial segregation of ol- a distinctive, diffuse, and highly complex axon pattern
along the ventral border of the lateral horn (Figure 4G).factory information in the mushroom body and lateral
horn. Lastly, there is a ventral PN whose dendrites ramify
throughout much of the antennal lobe (though notably
not VL1). It sends its axon branch anteriorly from theStereotypical Axon Branching Patterns
and Terminal Fields in Single-Cell Clones ventral lateral horn toward the midline of the brain (Fig-
ure 4H), transferring information to unidentified addi-We next tested whether PNs of different glomerular
classes exhibit distinct axon projection patterns at the tional brain centers.
single-cell level. We found that PNs innervating particu-
lar glomeruli in the antennal lobe exhibit stereotypical Additional Spatial Organization of Axon Branching
Pattern Revealed by 3D Reconstructionaxon branching patterns in the lateral horn that can be
readily observed in 2D confocal stacks (Figures 3A–3H). We next created three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions
of PN axons from 2D confocal stacks using the axonFor instance, the axons of all DL1 neurons examined
(n  100) display a major dorsal branch as they enter tracing software Neurolucida in order to analyze these
data quantitatively and with higher resolution (Figurethe lateral horn, such that there are two distinct areas
of termination (Figure 3A). Axons of DL3 neurons also 5A). We also traced the contours of the lateral horn
area innervated by PNs using the nc82 counterstainingexhibit a major dorsal branch, but it emerges further
inside the lateral horn (Figure 3G). In contrast, the axons (which labels all synaptic regions in the Drosophila brain)
as a guide. This allowed us to compare the spatial distri-of all VA1d neurons have a more restricted innervation
region in the center of the lateral horn (Figure 3B), while bution of PN axons from different brains.
Three-dimensional reconstruction revealed differencesthose of 1 and VM2 neurons show relatively simple pat-
terns (Figures 3C and 3F). Axon patterns in the mush- in PN axon projection patterns that were not apparent
in 2D confocal stacks. For example, DA1 neurons fromroom body calyx appear much less stereotypical (Fig-
ures 3A–3H). the lateral neuroblast appear to innervate the center of
the lateral horn in 2D stacks (Figures 4A and 4B). How-Analysis of the axons of PNs arising from the ventral
neuroblast revealed several noteworthy features. Both ever, dorsal and lateral views of these neurons revealed
that they actually innervate a strikingly small area at thelateral and ventral PNs innervate glomerulus DA1, while
both anterodorsal and ventral PNs innervate glomerulus very anterior edge of the lateral horn (Figure 5B2). This
approach also allowed us to distinguish some PNVA1lm. In both cases, the two cell types innervating the
same glomerulus have different axon branching patterns classes whose 2D projection patterns appear relatively
similar. For example, VA1d and VA1lm PNs from theand spatial locations in the lateral horn, implying two
Cell
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Figure 3. Stereotypical Axon Branching Pat-
terns in Single-Cell Clones
(A0–H0) Typical examples of the antennal lobe
glomerular innervation patterns of eight PN
classes, six anterodorsal and two lateral.
(A1–3–H1–3) Axon projection patterns from three
individual animals for each of the eight PN
classes.
Parentheses indicate neuroblast of origin.
Abbreviations: ad, anterodorsal; l, lateral; MB,
mushroom body; LH, lateral horn. All images
are 2D maximum intensity Z projections of
confocal stacks.
anterodorsal neuroblast both appear to innervate logic governing which PN classes have similar axon
terminal fields?roughly the ventral half of the lateral horn when observed
in 2D stacks (Figures 3B and 4D). However, observation We focused our further analysis on 11 classes of
of dorsal and lateral views (Figure 5B3) revealed that adPNs and lPNs, as we were able to obtain 13–16 high-
the innervation of VA1d PNs is restricted to the anterior quality single-cell clones for each class. We took the 3D
part of the lateral horn, while VA1lm PNs have a much reconstruction data from these 161 PNs and measured
more widely distributed innervation area along the A-P a number of different morphological properties of the
axis (Figure 5B4). axons. Operationally, these properties fall into two
groups that we term branching variables and spatial
variables. Branching variables are those calculated us-Quantitative Analysis of Axon Branching Patterns
ing only the reconstructed axon, such as the total lengthThe qualitative differences in axon branching patterns
of the axonal tree in the lateral horn or the numberwe have described so far are quite striking. Our observa-
of collateral branches in the mushroom body. Spatialtions suggest that projection neurons of different glo-
variables are those which indicate the location of differ-merular classes have distinct overall 3D axon branching
ent parts of the axon with respect to the animal’s brainpatterns as well as overlapping but distinct innervation
and are calculated using both the reconstructed axonareas in lateral horn. To explore this hypothesis further,
and the contours which define the lateral horn area.we ask the following questions: First, can the stereotypy
Examples include the 3D location of the mean of theof axon branching patterns be demonstrated quantita-
lateral horn axon terminal endpoints. We initially calcu-tively? Second, is there a spatial order in the axon terminal
lated measurements for 37 such variables from the neu-field? Third, do different PN classes have overlapping
axon terminal fields? Lastly, is there any discernable rons in our data set; this number was subsequently
Odor Map Transformation in the Drosophila Brain
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Figure 4. Stereotypical Axon Branching Pat-
terns in Single-Cell Clones: Special Cases
(A0–H0) Typical examples of the antennal lobe
glomerular innervation patterns of eight PN
classes: two lateral, one anterodorsal, and
five ventral.
(A1–3–H1–3) Axon projection patterns from three
different animals for each of the eight PN
classes.
Parentheses indicate neuroblast of origin.
Arrow indicates noninnervated VL1 in H0. Ab-
breviations: ad, anterodorsal; l, lateral; v, ven-
tral; p, partial; MB, mushroom body; LH, lateral
horn. All images are 2D maximum inten-
sity Z projections of confocal stacks.
reduced to 15 selected variables (Figure 6 legend) by discriminant functions [black box, ?→ f(x)]. (3) Next, we
produced predicted class labels for the test neuronseliminating those variables that did not provide useful
information (for more details, see Experimental Proce- (that had in no way contributed to training of the discrimi-
nant functions) by passing the values of their axonaldures and Supplemental Data at http://www.cell.com/
cgi/contenct/full/109/2/243/DC1). variables as input to the discriminant functions. (4) Fi-
nally, we compared the predicted class labels of theWe applied the statistical technique known as linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) to investigate whether differ- test neurons with the true class labels that had earlier
been set aside to calculate a prediction error rate. Stepsent classes of PN have distinct axon projection patterns.
This technique takes as its input a set of data in which 1–4 were repeated 40 times to generate an average
prediction error.individual PNs are described by several variables and
have a class label; it produces a set of discriminant The performance of LDA on our test data is summa-
rized in the matrix shown in Figure 6B. Along the top offunctions, which are weighted combinations of the input
variables that best separate the individuals into their the table are the true class labels; along the left side,
the predicted class labels. The entries of the matrixassigned classes. We then used a crossvalidation pro-
cedure summarized in Figure 6A to examine whether therefore correspond to the percentage of occasions
on which a test set neuron of true class X (along thethe PN classes could be reliably distinguished. (1) We
took the available morphological data and split it ran- top) was predicted to be of class Y (along the left side).
The leading diagonal thus contains the percentage ofdomly into a large training set and a small test set. The
training set neurons retained their PN class labels; in occasions on which neurons were correctly classified.
After merging the DA1 and DA1-p classes, which werethe test set these labels were temporarily set aside.
(2) We used the training set neurons to train the linear largely indistinguishable (see Figure 4), our final predic-
Cell
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Figure 5. 3D Reconstruction of Single-Cell
Clone Axon Images
(A) Flowchart of information processing de-
scribed in this paper.
(B) Three examples of 3D reconstruction: an-
terior (2, 3, 4), dorsal (2, 3, 4), and lateral
(2, 3, 4) views of a DA1 neuron from the
lateral neuroblast (2, 2, 2) and of a VA1d
neuron (3, 3, 3) and a VA1lm neuron (4, 4,
4) from the dorsal neuroblast. Blue indicates
axon, light blue indicates contours of lateral
horn. The numbers 1, 1, and 1 schematize
the approximate positions of lateral horn and
mushroom body and the orientation (Abbrevi-
ations: P, posterior; A, anterior; D, dorsal; V,
ventral; L, lateral; M, medial) from each view.
tion error was 7.8%  0.1% (Figure 6B; for further de- Spatial Order in the Lateral Horn
By uniformly scaling all lateral horn outlines (see Experi-tails, see Supplemental Data at http://www.cell.com/
cgi/contenct/full/109/2/243/DC1). Since we now had ten mental Procedures), we were able to superimpose the
axon termination patterns of many PNs onto a standardPN classes, random classification by LDA would have
resulted in an approximately 90% prediction error. The lateral horn. As was evident from the raw 3D reconstruc-
tion data, these patterns were spatially distinct for differ-fact that we can predict, with minimal error, the glomeru-
lar identity of PNs based simply on these axonal vari- ent PN classes. To test statistically whether the axons
of different PN classes terminate in spatially stereotypedables demonstrates the highly stereotyped organization
of the axonal projection patterns of PNs. locations in the lateral horn, we initially simplified our
data set as follows. We reasoned that if PN endpointsDiscriminant analysis also allowed us to determine
which morphological properties of axons contributed are stereotyped, then the mean position (or centroid) of
the endpoints for each individual PN should also bemost to distinguishing different classes of PNs. To deter-
mine the relative “importance” of each of the 15 vari- spatially stereotyped. We calculated the mean axon
endpoint positions for all 161 neurons and plotted themables, we removed each variable in turn from the data
set and determined the increase in the prediction error in a standard brain (Figure 7A). These mean axon end-
point positions are clearly clustered for different classesrate in the absence of the removed variable. Figure 6C
shows the results of such analysis. As can be seen, the of PN. We carried out a permutation test to assess the
significance of this clustering: a clustering index wasvariables SDy, Dx, and Dz are the most significant, as
removal of these variables individually caused the great- calculated for our data and compared with the distribu-
tion of clustering indices calculated after randomly per-est increase in prediction error rates. Interestingly, all
three are spatial variables relating to the position of muting the class labels of the 161 data points, thereby
simulating an absence of spatial order (see Experimentalaxons in the lateral horn (see Figure 6 legend). Thus, it
appeared that PNs of different classes are best distin- Procedures for details). This demonstrated that the ob-
served spatial clustering of PNs of the same class wasguished by the spatial location of their axon terminal
endpoints in the lateral horn, so we next examined the statistically significant, with p  0.0005 (Figure 7B).
While the above permutation test provides convincingspatial organization of PN axons in the lateral horn.
Odor Map Transformation in the Drosophila Brain
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Figure 6. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
(A) Schematic illustrating linear discriminant
analysis and crossvalidation procedure.
(B) Summary of predictions: results of LDA
using 15 most useful variables and with DA1
and DA1-p merged into one class. Green (lead-
ing diagonal) indicates percentage of correct
classifications; red indicates percentage of
prediction errors. See text for details.
(C) Contribution of the 15 different selected
variables to the discrimination process. Defi-
nitions of variables used are as follows: SDy,
standard deviation of the axon terminal posi-
tions along the dorsoventral axis; the maxi-
mum extent of the standard lateral horn along
each axis corresponds to 1 unit (hereafter,
standard lateral horn coordinates); Dx and
Dz, mean position of a neuron’s axon end-
points along the mediolateral and anteropost-
erior axes in standard lateral horn coordinates;
MeanDistanceFromCentreLHTips, average
3D distance in microns from a neuron’s axon
endpoints in the lateral horn to the centroid
of those axon endpoints—i.e., a measure of
how spread-out the endpoints are; NumLH-
Segs, number of branch segments in the lat-
eral horn; TotalVolumeAtLHAP, volume of the
convex hull enclosing the branches distal to
the major branch point in the lateral horn
measured in cubic microns; TotalLength-
MBSegs, total length of the collateral
branches in the mushroom body; BranchY,
mean position along the dorsoventral axis of
the whole of the axonal tree in standard lateral
horn coordinates; TotLengthLHAPSubTrees,
length in microns of the subtrees distal to
the major branch point in the lateral horn;
ScaledLHEPtoLHAP.XYZ, 3D distance from
the entrance to the major branchpoint in the
lateral horn in standard lateral horn coordi-
nates; LHAPY, dorsoventral position of the
major branchpoint in standard lateral horn co-
ordinates; TotalLengthLHSegs, total length in
microns of the axonal tree in the lateral horn;
SDLengthLHSegs, standard deviation in mi-
crons of the length of every segment of the
axonal tree in the lateral horn; MeanMBEnd-
PointsPerBranch, number of endpoints (likely
to be the only synapses) per collateral branch
in the mushroom body; NumMBEndPoints,
total number of endpoints in the mushroom
body calyx.
evidence that projection neurons have spatially ordered class could potentially activate target neurons across a
broad extent of the lateral horn.terminations in the lateral horn, it does not provide infor-
mation as to the precise arrangement of axon terminal Second, we can obtain information regarding not only
the spatial termination of a particular PN class but alsofields. We therefore plotted all axon terminal endpoints
of any particular PN class (average 11.2  0.3 per neu- the relationship between different PN classes. For in-
stance, DL1 and DM6 both exhibit prominent dorsalron) and asked whether the endpoints of different PN
classes occupy similar or different regions in space. In collateral branches (Figures 3A and 3E), and this is re-
flected in two major clusters in their terminal fields.Figures 7C–7F each stereo pair shows all the endpoints
belonging to two different classes of PNs in two different When all axon endpoints for each DL1 and DM6 PN are
plotted, it can be seen that DL1 and DM6 PNs terminatecolors. These plots revealed important features of the
PN axon terminal fields. First, while the terminal fields in very similar locations (Figure 7C). It is therefore likely
that DL1 and DM6 PNs would activate largely overlap-of some PN classes occupy a small region (notably DA1,
see also Figure 5B2), most occupy a rather large volume ping sets of third-order neurons. However, DL1 and
VA1lm terminal fields show partial overlap—only theof the lateral horn (note: the length of the axes indicates
the maximum size of the standard lateral horn in a partic- ventral branch of DL1 overlaps with VA1lm (Figure 7D).
Thus, third-order neurons innervating the ventral lateralular dimension). Thus, it would seem that a single PN
Cell
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Figure 7. Spatial Order of Projection Neuron
Terminal Field in the Lateral Horn
(A) A stereo pair showing the mean endpoint
positions of individual PNs for all 161 PNs in
a standard lateral horn which has been ro-
tated 30 about the mediolateral axis; differ-
ent colors represent different glomerular
classes. Axes are 1 unit long.
(B) Permutation test for nonrandom location
of mean endpoint positions.
(C–F) Stereo pairs of DL1 class and four other
classes of PNs. Axes are1 unit long. (C)–(E)
are rotated 30 about the dorsoventral axis,
while (F) is a view looking directly along the
mediolateral axis.
Abbreviations: A, anterior; D, dorsal; L, lateral.
(G) Dendrogram of axon terminal field similar-
ity for different PN classes. Horizontal dis-
tance indicates degree of axon terminal field
dissimilarity. At right are diagrammed loca-
tions of the glomeruli innervated by the 11
PN classes. (Abbreviations: D, dorsal; V, ven-
tral; M, medial; L, lateral). See text for detail.
horn could receive input from both PN classes in order four of these five clusters corresponded to a pair or
triplet of adjacent or almost adjacent (VM2 and DM5)to generate a response to DL1 and VA1lm activation,
while third-order neurons innervating the dorsal area glomeruli. The one exception was the pair DL1 and DM6,
which are separated by two intervening glomeruli notcould sample DL1 without VA1lm. DM5 and DA1 (Figures
7E and 7F) show much less overlap with DL1—indeed, included in this analysis.
the DM5 terminal field neatly intercalates between the
two major branches of DL1 (Figure 7E). This arrange- Early Formation of PN Axon Branches
To begin to understand the mechanisms of formation ofment suggests that fewer third-order neurons are likely
to be coactivated by DL1 in combination with either stereotypical PN axon projections, we examined when
their axon branches form during development. We fo-DM5 or DA1.
Lastly, quantitative analysis of the degree of overlap cused on the DL1 class because 100% of labeled single-
cell clones generated in early larvae belong to the DL1of axon terminal fields for every pair of PN classes al-
lowed us to generate a distance matrix plotted as a class (Jefferis et al., 2001), allowing identification prior to
glomerular formation. At 24 hr after puparium formationdendrogram (Figure 7G). This dendrogram indicates the
degree of similarity among different PN classes with (APF), most DL1 axons had reached the lateral horn
(data not shown). At 30 hr APF, all DL1 PNs examinedregard to their lateral horn axon terminal fields. PN
classes with axon terminal fields occupying the same had extended their main axon branch to the distal edge
of the lateral horn. At least eight of the ten clonespart of the lateral horn with the same density of termina-
tions would have a score of zero. Scores greater than examined had also established their stereotypical dor-
sal branches (Figure 8A). These stereotypical dorsalzero indicate the degree to which the two PN classes
have distinct projection patterns. The 11 classes of PNs branches can also be seen in neuroblast clones (Figure
8B, n  12). At this stage, pioneering olfactory receptorare separated into five distinct clusters. Interestingly,
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Figure 8. Early Formation of PN Axon
Branches
Axon projection patterns from three DL1 PN
single-cell clones (A1–3) and three anterodorsal
neuroblast clones (B1–3) at 30 hr after puparium
formation. The scale bar equals 20 m.
axons have only arrived at the protoantennal lobe 8 information processing beyond the antennal lobe. Al-
though the stereotypical branching patterns in the lateralhr earlier. The formation of the first glomerulus is not
visible for another 6 hr, and most glomeruli are not de- horn of individual PNs are remarkable, discriminant anal-
ysis revealed that the variables that contribute most totectable for at least 10 hr (Jhaveri et al., 2000; our unpub-
lished observations). Moreover, the earliest olfactory re- discriminating different PN classes are those regarding
spatial distribution of axon endpoints in the lateral hornceptor expression is not detected for at least another
day (Clyne et al., 1999). Thus, the gross features of the (Figure 6C). It is therefore possible that the stereotypical
branching patterns of axons serve the purpose ofstereotypical branching pattern of DL1 PNs are most
unlikely to be influenced by olfactory sensory input. allowing them to occupy stereotypical target areas. In-
deed, a conservative statistical analysis revealed that
averaged axon endpoints are distributed in a highly non-Discussion
random fashion (Figure 7A). Compilation of all axon end-
points for given classes of PNs further reveal strikinglyAntennal lobe projection neurons collect olfactory infor-
mation from ORN axons at specific glomeruli and then stereotypical organization in the lateral horn (Figures
7C–7F). Additional quantitative analysis of the spatialrelay that information to the mushroom body and lateral
horn. In this study, we have systematically analyzed the order of this axon map in the lateral horn allowed us to
extract more information about the logic of olfactorydendrite and axon projection patterns for a large subset
of projection neurons with single-cell resolution. These information processing, as discussed below.
analyses allow us to describe the general rules of how
the olfactory map in the antennal lobe is represented in PNs with Similar Axon Terminal Fields Tend
to Receive Input from Neighboring Glomerulihigher brain centers. These rules have important impli-
cations for how olfactory information is processed and We found that PNs with similar axon terminal fields tend
to receive input from neighboring glomeruli (Figure 7G).how the olfactory neural network is set up.
The converse is not necessarily true. For instance, DM5
and DM6 PNs project to neighboring glomeruli, but theirA Stereotyped “Axon Map” for Projection Neurons
in Lateral Horn axon maps differ considerably (Figures 7C and 7E). The
same applies to VA1d and DA1 (data not shown). Inter-The most striking observations we made in this study
are the stereotypy of the axon branching patterns and estingly, in both of these cases, one PN class derives
from the anterodorsal neuroblast lineage (DM6 or VA1d),the spatial organization of their terminal fields in the
lateral horn for each glomerular class of projection neu- and the other PN class derives from the lateral neuro-
blast lineage (DM5 or DA1). These observations raiseron. Much of this stereotypy can be readily discerned
from the two-dimensional axon branching patterns of an intriguing possibility that the degree of similarity of PN
axon projections corresponds largely to their glomerularthe different neuroblast clones (Figure 2) and single-cell
clones of 16 different classes of PNs (Figures 3 and 4) positions, with lineage perhaps playing a minor role.
What could be the functional significance of this obser-and additionally from examining their axon branching
patterns in three-dimensional space (Figure 5). Signifi- vation and the developmental mechanisms respon-
sible?cantly, we could predict, with 92% accuracy, the glomer-
ular origin of individual PNs based solely on their axon Molecular genetic studies in mice have suggested that
olfactory receptor neurons that exhibit a high degree ofprojection patterns (Figure 6B). Thus, the axon projec-
tion patterns of PNs largely maintain the information of sequence similarity recognize similar odors and fre-
quently project to adjacent glomeruli (Wang et al., 1998;their glomerular class, and therefore the odorant recep-
tors that are activated (since the majority of PNs we Malnic et al., 1999; Tsuboi et al., 1999). Indeed, imaging
studies in honeybee, zebrafish, mice, and rats haveanalyzed are uniglomerular). In short, there is an anatom-
ically discernable PN axon map. shown that structurally similar odorants tend to activate
adjacent and overlapping glomeruli (Sachse et al. 1999;It is important to note that exactly how this axon map
is utilized will have to be elucidated by future systematic Friedrich and Korsching, 1997; Rubin and Katz, 1999;
Uchida et al., 2000; Belluscio and Katz, 2001; Meisterfunctional analysis of the third-order neurons in re-
sponse to olfactory stimuli. However, our study begins and Bonhoeffer, 2001). Given the striking similarity in
the organization of peripheral olfactory systems in Dro-to shed light on the logic of the organization of olfactory
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sophila and mice (Vosshall et al., 2000), this “odotopy” tion procedure in which each PN class connects to a
stereotyped set of third-order neurons (see below), andmay well hold true in Drosophila. If that is the case, then
each third-order neuron in turn receives input from aour observation that PNs with similar axon projection
stereotyped set of PN classes.patterns tend to receive input from neighboring glomer-
The degree of convergence would be a function of theuli would imply that the lateral horn neuropil also has
dendritic fields of individual lateral horn output neurons,an odotopic organization—similar odors likely activate
about whose anatomical organization in insects we havesimilar third-order neurons. This organization may re-
virtually no knowledge at present (N. Strausfeld, per-flect the behavioral significance of different odors, con-
sonal communications). Future genetic tracing experi-necting odors indicating proximity to food, mating pher-
ments analogous to this study on candidate lateral hornomones, or proper sites for egg laying to distinct output
output neurons will shed light on this issue.neurons controlling different aspects of animal behavior.
Most anatomical integration of different olfactory in-One can also envision developmental mechanisms
formation likely happens at the third-order neuron andthat could contribute to this wiring logic (similar axon
beyond. There is, however, at least one vPN that projectspatterns, adjacent glomeruli). We have recently shown
its dendrites diffusely throughout the entire antennalthat PN glomerular targets are prespecified according
lobe, contacting the vast majority of glomeruli, thus pro-to lineage and birth order (Jefferis et al., 2001), likely by
viding an extreme case for convergence at the level ofendowing PNs born at different times and places with
the antennal lobe. Interestingly, the axon of this vPN isdifferent cell surface recognition molecules that allow
unique in projecting beyond the lateral horn. What couldtheir dendrites to be precisely targeted to specific glo-
the function of this vPN be? It is possible that it serves tomeruli. If these recognition molecules are also used to
inform the flies of high odor intensity in the environmentspecify their stereotypical axon branching pattern and
without specifically conveying information about a par-terminal fields in the lateral horn, then close resem-
ticular odor. It may have a high activation threshold soblance in the repertoire of recognition molecules that
that only the simultaneous activation of several odorantwould allow different PN classes to be targeted to adja-
receptors can stimulate its activity. The relatively lowcent glomeruli may simultaneously allow their axons to
density of dendritic arborization within each glomerulusbe targeted to similar areas in the lateral horn. Such
compared to that of uniglomerular PNs (see Figure 2C0)mechanisms could enable efficient assembly of neural
is consistent with this hypothesis.networks, coordinating the input and output specificity
Concomitant with convergent projections, PN axonsof long-distance projection neurons with a high degree
also exhibit divergent projections. In theory, divergentof precision.
projections could be achieved by two distinct cellular
mechanisms. It is possible that second-order neuronsConvergence and Divergence of PN Axons
that send dendrites to one particular glomerulus haveA common strategy used for odor coding from insects
several distinct subclasses, each sending axon projec-to mammals is that single odorants activate multiple
tions to one unique higher olfactory center or to differentORNs and therefore multiple glomeruli; conversely, mul-
target cells within the same higher center. Alternatively,
tiple odorants can activate any single glomerulus
all second-order neurons corresponding to one particu-
(Friedrich and Korsching, 1997; Galizia et al., 1999; Mal-
lar glomerulus class are homogenous, each one achiev-
nic et al., 1999; de Bruyne et al., 2001). Thus, it is the
ing divergent projections by sending stereotypical axon
unique combination of activation of a set of glomeruli—a branches to multiple higher-order centers. We found
combinatorial code—that defines a given odor. How two examples for the first mechanism of divergent pro-
does the brain integrate the information of simultaneous jection in our study. Glomeruli DA1 and VA1lm are repre-
activation of multiple receptors/glomeruli and perceive sented by both vPNs and adPNs or lPNs. Thus, these
it as a single odor? How does the brain distinguish two PNs should carry similar olfactory information. However,
odors that activate overlapping sets of glomeruli? Ana- DA1(v) and DAl(l) or VA1lm(v) and VA1lm(ad) classes of
tomically, integration could be achieved by the conver- PNs have distinct branching patterns and terminate at
gence and divergence of axon projections—single different locations in their common target, the lateral
higher-order neurons receiving input from multiple horn (Figure 4).
lower-order neurons carrying different olfactory infor- However, the predominant mechanism used by PNs
mation and single PN classes sending output to multiple to achieve divergent projections is through stereotypical
third-order neurons. axon branching of each individual PN belonging to the
The nature of the PN axon map in the lateral horn same class. Within the lateral horn, several classes of
described in our study affords such a possibility. Com- PNs (e.g., DL1, DM6) form stereotypical branches at
pared to the glomerular map, in which individual classes defined locations, clearly innervating two distinct re-
of ORNs project their axons to discrete units, the glomer- gions of the lateral horn. Even the local branching pat-
uli, the PN axon map is much more diffuse (Figures terns of many classes of PNs are strikingly stereotypical
7C–7F). Although members of each glomerular class (Figures 3 and 4). Moreover, at a gross level, all adPNs
of PN retain their characteristic branching pattern and and lPNs innervate both the mushroom body and the
terminal fields, the terminal fields of different glomerular lateral horn by sending collaterals to mushroom body
classes exhibit considerable overlap. These areas of calyx, thus creating two separate representations in two
overlap are also stereotyped, such that third-order neu- distinct higher olfactory centers.
rons that project their dendrites to a particular region How generally applicable are the rules we describe
of the lateral horn could consistently be activated by a here to other organisms? Recent transneuronal tracing
of the central pathways of two divergent ORN classesspecific set of PNs. One can thus envision a reconstruc-
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GH146 UAS-mCD8-GFP, and adult and pupal brains were dissected,in mice revealed stereotypical connections with spatially
stained, whole-mounted, and imaged as previously described (Jef-distinct third order neurons in the olfactory cortex, sup-
feris et al., 2001).porting the notion that the olfactory cortex is spatially
organized with regard to the odorant information re-
3D Reconstruction
ceived (Zou et al., 2001). Moreover, mitral cells that are Axon tracing using the software Neurolucida (MicroBrightfield, Col-
transneuronally labeled by each ORN class appear to chester, VT) was carried out according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Raw confocal images were imported into Neurolucida, andterminate in several different higher olfactory centers.
the GFP signal corresponding to the single-cell clone was manuallyWithin a given center, the number of labeled higher-
captured. Lateral horn contours revealed by nc82 staining were alsoorder neurons was much greater than the 1/1000 that
traced.would be expected if each third-order neuron received
The raw tracing output from Neurolucida was imported into the
the same number of nonoverlapping inputs (Zou et al., statistical language R for further processing (http://cran.r-project.
2001). Thus the stereotypy, divergence, and conver- org). The first and last branch points of the mushroom body and
the first branch point in the lateral horn were manually identified;gence of the axon projections of the second-order neu-
routines then segmented the axons into main trunk, mushroomrons are likely to be conserved features from insect to
body, or lateral horn branches. Further routines then automaticallymammals. It remains to be determined whether other
calculated values of the descriptive variables listed below. The pro-features we described (for example, the correlation be-
gram qhull was used to calculate the volumes occupied by the
tween axon projection patterns and glomerular position) branches (Barber et al., 1996). To compare the spatial locations of
are also conserved in mice. neurons in the brain, we scaled the lateral horns of all animals so that
the widest points of each lateral horn in the x, y, and z dimensions of
our confocal stacks corresponded to 1 arbitrary unit. The centerMushroom Body: A More Plastic
was defined as the midpoint in the z (anteroposterior) axis and theOdor Representation?
centroid in the x and y axes. We were then able to superimposeMuch of our analysis has been focused on the axon
axon projection patterns in all lateral horns onto a single “standard”
map in the lateral horn because of the stereotypy of lateral horn.
individual PN classes. What about the mushroom body?
It has been reported that different odors activated differ- Linear Discriminant Analysis of Axonal Projections
Linear discriminant analysis was carried out in R using the lda func-ent subsets of Drosophila mushroom body intrinsic neu-
tion of the MASS package (Venables and Ripley, 1994). To get arons, suggesting that within individual flies there is spa-
reliable estimate of the prediction error rate, which is stated SEM,tial segregation of these third-order neurons in their
5-fold crossvalidation (4/5 of the data is used to train, 1/5 to test)
responses to different odors (Wang et al., 2001). was carried out 40 times.
Whether this spatial segregation pattern is conserved We used an empirical method to determine the relative contribu-
among different individuals is not known. We found that tion of these selected variables to the discrimination process. Each
variable was removed from the data set in turn, and a 5-fold crossval-axon projections in the mushroom body also exhibit a
idation error rate was calculated as above. The difference betweencertain degree of stereotypy, as exemplified by the axon
this error rate and the error rate when all variables were present inprojection differences in adPN and lPN neuroblast
the data set then indicated the relative “importance” of the variable
clones (Figure 2), as well as by the fact that a few mush- in question.
room body variables contribute to the discriminant func-
tions (Figure 6C). However, inspection of axon collateral Description of Variables
projections of different classes of PNs (Figures 3–5) did Definitions of variables are listed in the legend to Figure 6. For
descriptions of the remaining variables not used in the final discrimi-not reveal obvious stereotypy as compared to the strik-
nant analysis described above, please see Supplementary Data ating stereotypy of lateral horn axon branching patterns
http://www.cell.com/cgi/contenct/full/109/2/243/DC1.and terminal fields. These observations suggest that
the mushroom body dendritic field is organized less
Permutation Test of Spatial Location in the Lateral Horn
stereotypically than that of lateral horn with respect to We first derived the mean positions (centroid) in the lateral horn of
PN axons. every neuron’s axon endpoints. We then calculated a dispersion
Perhaps this is not surprising, given what is known index to measure the degree to which these mean axon endpoints
are clustered by PN class. First, we found the group centroid for allabout the function of the mushroom bodies. Studies
the 13–16 mean axon endpoint positions of a particular PN class;using mushroom body structural mutants, ablation, or
the distances from each mean axon end point position to this grouplearning mutants (e.g., Heisenberg et al., 1985; Nighorn
centroid will be small if the mean endpoints are located in a similar
et al., 1991; de Belle and Heisenberg, 1994) indicate spatial position. This calculation was repeated for neurons in all
that while the mushroom body is essential for olfactory 11 classes to obtain 161 distances that were averaged to give a
associative learning, it is not essential for odor recogni- dispersion index. This dispersion index was 0.23 units in the arbitrary
dimensions of our scaled lateral horn (which spans from 1 to 	1tion. By inference, then, the lateral horn must serve the
arbitrary unit), or about 1/8 of the width of the lateral horn. In ordermore basic function of odor recognition. Our observa-
to compare this clustering with what might occur by chance if differ-tions provide anatomical support for this earlier hypoth-
ent PN classes did not have stereotypical termination sites, we
esis: a more stereotypical map in the lateral horn could carried out a permutation test. The PN class of every neuron was
serve a basic odor recognition function, while a more swapped with that of another neuron picked at random so that all
plastic representation in the mushroom body could con- 161 were randomly relabeled. The mean dispersion index calculated
for 2000 such permutations was 0.473  0.0001 units (Figure 7B).tribute to olfactory learning and memory.
In short, no permutation even remotely exhibited the same degree
of spatial order as the actual data.Experimental Procedures
Clonal Analysis Spatial Relationships of Axon Terminal Fields
We used a nearest neighbor method to do pairwise comparisonsMARCM was carried out by heat-shocking larvae of genotype y w hs-
FLP UAS-mCD8-GFP/(	 or Y); FRT G13 tubP-GAL80/FRT G13 GAL4- of the location of all axon endpoints in the lateral horn for different
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PN classes. We extracted all the endpoints for the two classes Jefferis, G.S.X.E., Marin, E.C., Watts, R., and Luo, L. (2002). Develop-
ment of neuronal connectivity in Drosophila antennal lobes andunder consideration, which we now refer to as A and B. For each
A endpoint we calculated the proportion of its ten nearest neighbors mushroom bodies. Curr. Opin. Neurobiol. 12, 80–86.
that were also class A; this proportion was then divided by the Jhaveri, D., Sen, A., and Rodrigues, V. (2000). Mechanisms underly-
proportion of all axon endpoints that were class A. We then took ing olfactory neuronal connectivity in Drosophila-the atonal lineage
the mean of all these ratios. The same procedure was repeated for organizes the periphery while sensory neurons and glia pattern the
points of class B, to give a second mean. The grand mean of these olfactory lobe. Dev. Biol. 226, 73–87.
two means was then calculated and one subtracted from this value,
Knudsen, E.I., and Brainard, M.S. (1995). Creating a unified represen-
to give the final “overlap” score for the pair of glomeruli being tested;
tation of visual and auditory space in the brain. Annu. Rev. Neurosci.
a distance of zero would thus correspond to identically distributed
18, 19–43.
axon terminal fields. The matrix of pairwise overlap scores was then
Laissue, P.P., Reiter, C., Hiesinger, P.R., Halter, S., Fischback, K.F.,used as a distance matrix to construct a dendrogram using Ward’s
and Stocker, R.F. (1999). Three-dimensional reconstruction of themethod.
antennal lobe in Drosophila melanogaster. J. Comp. Neurol. 405,
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